Majority on City Council now liberal

By Jackie Lauer

The Iowa City Council was almost evenly divided on political affiliation until the 1981-Iowa City election. Now, the council will be 70 percent liberal after the election.

The new members, John Erdahl, Kate Dickson, and Bob Vevera, will join longtime council members Asa McFarland and Glenn McDougal, who are also liberal.

Erdahl, 28, is a graduate student and has a background in labor relations, labor economics, and political science.

Dickson, 26, is a student at the University of Iowa and has a background in sociology and political science.

Vevera, 21, is a student at the University of Iowa and has a background in business administration and political science.

The new council members are expected to bring a fresh perspective to the council and toBuford Garwood, who is the only council member not to be a liberal.

The election results show that the citizens of Iowa City have spoken and have chosen a majority of liberal council members.

Weather allowing, Columbia to launch

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UPI) - Automakers Joe Engle and Richard Truly took the space shuttle Columbia to the launch pad today for a test launch before the shuttle is scheduled to go into orbit in March.

Engle, a 40-year-old astronaut, and Truly, a 35-year-old astronaut, are expected to be on the launch pad early tomorrow morning.

The launch is scheduled for 5:30 a.m. EST.

The space shuttle is expected to be launched at 6 a.m. EST.

Election day begins early for Slockett

By Martha Nellesen

Tom Slockett, Iowa City's assistant city manager, will be the first person to vote in the city's election today.

Slockett, who is also the city's deputy city manager, will vote at 6 a.m. EST.

The city's first day of early voting began at 7 a.m. EST.

Inside

Job hunting

Iowa City and the surrounding area is a great place to find a job.

The city's unemployment rate is below the national average, and there are many opportunities for people to find work.

Student activism

Students at the University of Iowa are very active in student organizations and are concerned about the issues facing the university.

The university's student government is the primary organization for student activism.

Weather

The weather in Iowa City is typical for November, with temperatures in the upper 40s and low 50s.

The Chancey election will be held on Tuesday, November 3, and will be a test of the city's political climate.

The election results will be announced on Wednesday, November 4, at 6 p.m. EST.

The Iowa City Democrat is a weekly newspaper that covers local news and events in Iowa City.
Briefly

Draft registrations down
WASHINGTON (UPI) - About 10 percent of all young men now report to the draft board in the first seven days and about 30,000 of the young men have been drafted in that time.

But an official said the low compliance rate is not "a cause for panic." He said it is not "a large enough sample" to draw conclusions.

Cody bank probe reported
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Senate banking committee has ordered the investigation of a series of doubtful transactions at the White House.

The committee's investigation, which was begun last week, has been expanded to include the investigation of the White House.

The investigation is being conducted in connection with the recent disclosure that a bank had been at the center of a series of questionable transactions.

Clyde抽象 poem
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A Clydes poem, "The Mill Restaurant," has been published by the Poetry Society of America.

The poem, which is about a young man's experiences at a mill, has been widely praised for its "brevity and directness.

County murder probes continue
By Kevin Cook

State crime officials are continuing their investigation into the recent fatal assault or possible homicide in Johnson County, but the investigation has not been released.

On Friday, the county sheriff's office said it was "too early to make any conclusions." The investigation is continuing.

Police beat

The reports quoted Libyan military officers as saying that the country was "suffering from a wave of terror".

However, the government of Libya has denied the reports and has condemned them as "unfounded.

Agent Orange bill signed
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Carter signed legislation Tuesday granting $1.5 billion in aid to Chinese nationals exposed to herbicides or defoliants used in the Vietnam War.

The aid is intended to help the Chinese workers who were exposed to the chemicals during the war.

Agent Orange bill has long been a controversial issue, with many people opposed to the use of the chemicals.

Libyan withdrawal reported
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Carter has said that Libya has begun to withdraw its troops from Egypt.

The move is seen as a step toward resolving the crisis in the Middle East.

The President has been under pressure to take action on the issue.

Ray's trips take up one-third his time

NEW YORK (UPI) - Ray's trips take up one-third of his time, traveling to other states and countries during the past four years.

The trips are taken for his work, but Ray also enjoys them as a way to explore the world.

Skipper refuses questioning

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Skipper, a former member of the Senate Armed Services Committee, has refused to answer questions about the use of government property.

Skipper said he was not aware of the use of government property.

Libyan Sea headline

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Libyan officers todayometown the withdrawal of its troops from Egypt.

The withdrawal is expected to begin shortly.

The move is seen as a step toward resolving the crisis in the Middle East.

The President has been under pressure to take action on the issue.

Postscripts
Events

In this week's event listing, we encourage you to check out the events that are taking place in your area.

The list includes a variety of events, from concerts to lectures to book signings.

For more information, please visit our website or call us at 1-800-123-4567.

New Pioneers Co-op

This week's special: New Pioneers Co-op.

Peanut butter $1.19/lb.

Cream cheese 79¢/lb.

Spinach 50¢/lb.

Pilsner bread 50¢/lb.

Kale 50¢/lb.

and more.

These are membership prices.

Iowa State Bank & Trust Company

The Iowa State Bank & Trust Company offers a range of savings programs, including the dynamic, strategic game of 1980's.

The dynamic, strategic game of 1980's.

We proudly announce the arrival of the new Penta Deluxe Delta Board, the Deluxe Tama Center Board, and the Penta Student Board.

351 Dubuque
Eagle Lower Meat Prices!

Here's proof that when wholesale prices decline, Eagle passes extra savings on to you!

Now we're even lower every day! Ask your neighbor!

Ground Beef, Any Size Pkg. $1.08
Flying Chicken Whole $48¢
Smoked Polish Sausage $1.68
Breaded Sliced Meats 39¢
Booth Shrimp $1.44
Ground Turkey 89¢

FRESH PRODUCE
Ripe Golden Bananas 27¢
Jonathan Apples 89¢
Fresh Cauliflower 69¢
Chicory White Grapefruit 59¢
Russet Potatoes 160¢

CHECK US OUT
Ramsworth Soft Cookies 65¢
Honey Graham Crackers 99¢
Brach's Chocolates 1.56
Spanish Peanuts 1.45
Viter Sticks 28¢
Great Northern Beans 1.38
Tomato Sauce 42¢
Del Monte Tomatoes 39¢
Del Monte Spinach 33¢
Del Monte Snack Packs 1.03
Cake Mixes 79¢
Pillsbury Frostings 1.27
Baking Chips 1.17
Crisco Oil $2.33
Pillsbury Flour 94¢
Complete Pancake Mix 1.03
Grape Jelly 1.89

GENERICS
Pancake Mix
Generic White Bread $29¢
Rice Oil 79¢
Fabric Softener 99¢
Liquid Bleach 65¢
Facial Tissue 48¢
Daytime Diapers 2.45
Cheese Spread 1.89
Whole Kernel Corn 35¢
Sweet Peas 29¢

MORE SAVINGS
Heavy Trash Bags $3.39
Lindtway Bathroom Cleaner 1.89
Finish Dish Detergent 2.44
Lurline Dog Chow 16.46
Kol Kan Dog Food 35¢
Friskies Dog Food 37¢

COMPARE VALUE
Frozen Tortillas 52¢
Stick Margarine 53¢
Frozen Orange Juice 60¢
Tomato Juice 83¢
Cost Plus 2.36
Hills Bros Coffee 5.89
Hills Bros Coffee 3.80
Sunset Coffee 5.67
Window Cleaner 97¢
Window Cleaner 1.82
Clorox Bleach 64¢
Yes Liquid 3.09
Lux Liquid 1.57
Laundry Detergent 1.69
Laundry Detergent 1.62
Laundry Detergent 2.87

Wardway Plaza and 600 N. Dodge

We're Low Every Day

Ask Your Neighbor

The Daily News - Evansville, Ind. - November 6, 1981 - Page 3
Boomerang

Americans were scandalized recently when it was revealed that beer imported from Australia may also have contained marijuana seeds. Kangaroo meat may be the least of our worries, however — the Food and Drug Administration estimates that 10 percent of beer imported into the United States contains illegal levels of marijuana.

Most of the contaminated food comes from Central America. The U.S. Customs service office in Honolulu has found that nearly half of all imported pork products were found to contain levels of marijuana in excess of the legal limit.

The problem is not limited to beer. In recent years, the FDA has seized large quantities of marijuana from shipments of food and beverages. During one recent month, the agency seized over 1,000 packages of marijuana-laced food products, including pasta, bread, and cereal.

The FDA has been unable to determine the source of the contamination. However, it is believed that the marijuana seeds are likely to have been introduced into the food chain during processing or transportation.

The implications of this finding are significant. It raises serious questions about the safety of our food supply. It also raises questions about the role of the FDA in protecting public health.

In addition, the finding raises questions about the role of the international food trade. It is clear that we need to do more to ensure that our food is free from dangerous contaminants.

The FDA is currently working on a new set of regulations to address this problem. It is expected that these regulations will be implemented in the near future.

We must also consider the broader implications of this finding. It raises serious questions about the role of the United States in the international drug trade. It also raises questions about the role of the United Nations in enforcing its own regulations.

We must take steps to address these issues. We must take steps to ensure that our food is free from dangerous contaminants. We must also take steps to ensure that the United States is not used as a haven for drug traffickers.

In conclusion, the finding that beer imported from Australia may also have contained marijuana seeds is a wake-up call for all of us. We must take steps to ensure that our food is free from dangerous contaminants. It is the responsibility of all of us to ensure that our food is safe and healthy.
Students barrage placement office in race for jobs

Students who graduate this academic year want writing seminars to employers through the services of Career Services and Placement Consultation. As a result, employers are trying to fill positions now and are not waiting until the end of the academic year to be filled.

JOSEPHSONS

It's a perfect match... diamonds for you.

at 30% OFF

Plaza Centre One
351-0323

Shorty after Americans were taken hostage in Iran, UI students massed on the Pentacrest to protest. The local New York Times reported the destruction of the American embassy in Iran.

Trappers urged to be careful of rabies

Animal trappers should take special precautions this year to protect themselves against rabies, which has appeared in Iowa this year, according to the state Department of Health.

Moffett said the trapper could be in a great danger. The saliva or face scratches from a rabid trapper can cause rabies. He said the trapper should get a one-time dosage that every two years must be boosted.

Crest Toothpaste

Crest Toothpaste

Claroil Shampoo or Conditioner

Bic Shavers 5-Pack

Spring Hill Honey

CE 3-Way Light Bulbs

Prestone II Anti- Freeze

Windshield Washer Solvent

Oscodrug

You only dose comp a tible

The Daily Iowan—Iowa City, Iowa—Wednesday November 4, 1981—Page 3

Iowa Book & Supply

Downtown Across from the Old Capitol

HOURS: M-F 7-9 SAT. 9-5 SUND. 12-5

GENERAL FOODS INTERNATIONAL COFFEE MAKE GOOD COMPANY.

MAKE YOURSELF A CINNAMONY CUP OF CAFE VIENNA.

Cafe Vienna and a letter from home...

Joe Unger, a junior in communications, said graduates this academic year seem weird writing resumes summing up one's education. Since October, an average of one student per week for interviews and continue to schedule an average of one interview per week.

Since the home of an Iranian student in Kirkwood who was also a Kirkwood student and was looking for a place to live. When a prospective landlord learned where he lived, he asked to be identified as Ayoub Mansor, who was a student at Kirkwood Community College in Cedar Rapids, the Iowa Department of Health warns. Trappers urged to be careful of rabies.
Lack of a cause cited as reason for less visible student activism

By David Seiver

Today's student activism is a very different phenomenon than the one that marred college campuses during the late 1960s and 1970s. In fact, there is a growing sense among students and administrators that the need for change has changed in today's society, including such immediate political or social change. The need for a more positive, yet significant, role in society has increased. Despite the changing student population, there is a strong sense that the past is in the forefront of the need for a cause.

The biggest crowd during the Student Union Senate president said student activism was still strong. "We were dealing with very positive ideas. Things like stopping nuclear war, even stopping pollution," he said.

Hageman and students at that time felt they could change the world.

"But the late 60s and early 70s, people really thought they were doing something about revolutionary change. People have learned that revolutionary change might not come about that quickly. They are more likely to do it a few steps at a time," said the same source.

New Wave's "radical" approach to the 
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School Board votes to sell Sabin school, relocate board's offices

**A Statewide Flashing Statement**

School Board votes to sell Sabin school, relocate board's offices.

In a unanimous vote Tuesday night, the school board of Coralville Community School Board members voted to sell Sabin School to the Robert Cooper Group. The sale price was set at $1.5 million, and the board members voted to relocate the school board offices to a central office.

**Shuttle**

In the days before the launch, shuttle flights were on the schedule.

**Proxy to probe Jepsen’s funding**

Reynolds declined to comment on the status of his investigation.

"I don’t know if I’m willing to go public," said Jepsen during Tuesday’s news conference. "I don’t know if I’m willing to go public," he added. "I don’t know if I’m willing to go public." Jepsen declined to comment on the status of his investigation.

**Harvard**

John F. Kennedy School of Government is looking for future leaders in public affairs.

**Zales Experts Will Reset Your Diamonds in a New Mounting While You Watch!**

Zales experts will reset your diamonds in an elegant yellow or white gold mounting of your choosing, if you can select new mountings and gemstones from our collections. At Zales you will have only one price, including setting, polishing and cleaning services. You will have only one price, including setting, polishing and cleaning services. You will have only one price, including setting, polishing and cleaning services.

**Herbert Gans**

**Coming Friday:**

Pregame preview of the Iowa-Purdue game

**BIG SAVINGS**

All what you desire at a reasonable price. A selection of fine furniture, fine rugs, fine bedding, fine decor for your home. All what you desire at a reasonable price. A selection of fine furniture, fine rugs, fine bedding, fine decor for your home. All what you desire at a reasonable price. A selection of fine furniture, fine rugs, fine bedding, fine decor for your home.
Landmark comes on strong but misses last year's mark

Music

By T. Johnson

49 cents

Despite the new, clipped-up hairstyle business

women, white gloves station and give up a

"mama" while the hostess is from back from

the stage — a joke. Also another occasional

Motorag at Johnny Cash's Landmarks first is

the rear of the room, the hostess.

But Thompson is good. Mike Timpanelli

and Hull Productions and Steve Tipton and John

Dellorre are good. Most of the stage girls at last

Johnny Cash's Landmarks have moved

away.

There are a few people left over from the

Landmark, but most of the material comes

from the International Voice Tour Festival in

the Netherlands. From the Landmark's fifth

Thursday Festival and Europe last year to create a crowd-pleasing revue.

This is, as college football coaches are fond of work, a year of rebuilding. "The tour has come

is currently nonexistent, but that is fine. But

You'll need to call 313-1211.
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Television

Sober. The moves are smooth, the lighting and handheld work are authentic to the times. Perhaps all the respect these stories and things of the town receive is more
than the seasoned quality of this show.

In addition, hair the equally stylish lacks seems set loose down, lines are shedding, the hair is just a little more vibrant in the very
right.
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right.

Television shows are antithetical to the clean, bright, wily manner defying prime-time standards. For bumping
against traditionalists, "Blues" is an unprecedented public city campaign, many still
wishing to remain with the "Blues.

"Blues takes care of details on the domestic front and in an extraordinarily good,
couch. In his book, of course, that Kwan now cites exactly nothing. His talents are in the
couch. And in his book, of course, that Kwan now cites exactly nothing. His talents are in the
couch.
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According to these critics, the show is a success because it
appears to be a success in the eyes of the public, not because it is a success in the eyes of
the critics.
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The Dirty Play - Susan Wesley (left) and Tracy Duvette gang up on Innaenseck Rick, during a雷达做 on the real fields Tuesdays. All intramural playoff football games were canceled because of field conditions.

Developmental year for Iowa golfers

By Mark Kiefer

Having just completed its fall-to-fall full schedule, the Iowa golf team will try to make improvements during winter break in preparation for the spring season.

According to Iowa Coach Diane Thomason, the fall and spring seasons are parts of a "developmental year" for the Hawkeyes. Thomason has been rotating freshmen into lineup positions in the current lineup. The other three players returning are seniors Kristina Miller and sinkers Diane Solon and Diane Solon.

"This fall season has given me the chance to see some new players," Thomason said. "But as far as an immediate impact, we didn't do as well as last year. I think the future is bright. I have a strong group of freshmen and a couple of sophomores, and we're really excited about that."

Thomason has already taken the initial steps to building a new team. "The new players have given us so much experience in the organization to make it run," she said. "But some of them it was an accomplishment to make the team. And for those who traveled, they get to see what the competition is like. They've seen how hungry other teams stack up."

"With the conference tournament and the NCAA Regional in May, we're looking for a strong finish to the season."

Scottie Voss, a junior who is one of these freshmen Rampage players, has matured the most from her fall golf career. "Scottie is right on the plane," Thomason said. "She's brought leadership to the team." Thomason said.

"BRIAN HAS A GREAT COMPETITIVE attitude, a positive outlook," the coach continued. "The girls are very comfortable."}

"Diane Solon and Diane Solon have given us some experience in the organization to make it run," she said. "They've seen how hungry other teams stack up. They've seen how hungry our team is."

"The other two players, Kristina Miller and Diane Solon, have given us some experience in the organization to make it run," she said.

"Scot Scotti is right on the plane," Thomason said. "She's brought leadership to the team." Thomason said.

"BRIAN HAS A GREAT COMPETITIVE attitude, a positive outlook," the coach continued. "The girls are very comfortable." Thomason said.

"Diane Solon and Diane Solon have given us some experience in the organization to make it run," she said. "They've seen how hungry other teams stack up. They've seen how hungry our team is."

"The other two players, Kristina Miller and Diane Solon, have given us some experience in the organization to make it run," she said.
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Sports

Pitt Panthers

SCOREBOARD

Pitt Panthers take over No. 1
in UPI rankings

New York City - The status of Pittsburgh as the nation's No. 1 football team was confirmed

The Panthers, owners of the league's winning reaction, remain at No. 1 in the UPI

Pittsburgh's 5-1-2 record to the point to the No. 1 ranking. Thursday is

in the Palatka Bowl. The Panthers have a 2-1-1 record in the United States

CFB Top 20.

The Panthers needed the victory against a team with a 2-0 record to enter

the Top 20. Pitt, which has been ranked in the Top 20 since

2013, is currently ranked at No. 11 in the AP Top 25.

Fingers wins award

New York City - Rudi Fingers, the 91-year-old

owner of the New York City Police Department's

Police Academy, has been awarded the

National Football League's (NFL)'s Most Valuable Player

Award for his performance in the 1980 season.

Fingers, who has been seeking the award

for the last seven years, was finally recognized

after a number of nominations from various

organizations, including the NFL Players

Association.

Iowa drills on turf

Iowa Football Coach Hayden Fry watched his

team practice on the new artificial turf at the

University of Iowa on Tuesday. The new

turf is expected to provide a safer and more

effective playing surface for the Hawkeyes.

The turf, which is synthetic, is designed to

provide a consistent playing surface, even in

extreme weather conditions.

On the line

If you're waiting for the odds before placing a bet on the game, you may as well

forget about it. According to the Iowa Lottery, the odds are 1 in 4,000,000 for

the visiting team to win.

This week's games

Purdue at Iowa

No. 11 Purdue at No. 2 Ohio State

Wisconsin at Indiana

Boston College at No. 8 Boston College

Oklahoma State at Kansas State

Texas at Texas A&M

Baylor at Arkansas

Arkansas at Florida

Virginia at Maryland

Penn State at Washington

Postscripts blank

Please print neatly.

DI Classifieds

Room 111 Communications Center

11 am deadline for new ads & cancellations

TICKETS

Admission prices for the game:

Adults: $10.00

Seniors: $8.00

Students: $6.00

Children: $4.00

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

WANTED TO BUY

GUITAR

AMPS

PIANO

CLOCK RADIO

MARSHAL MANNERS

Several questions have been asked about the

greenhouse in the garden. Here is some

information for you:

Horticulture: A greenhouse is a place

where plants can be grown year-round,

even in cold climates. It has a frame

structure and a transparent covering, such

as glass or plastic, to keep the heat in.

BICYCLE

FISHING RODS

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
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**IM swim qualifying rounds completed**

*By Thomas W. Jorg*  

Fry was 3rd in the breaststroke relay time of 1 minute, 32.82 seconds. Fry's quarterfinals were the highlight of the qualifying round for the men's intramural swimming championships Tuesday night at the Field House pool. The time was just past the intramural record, which Embos finished the relay in 1:46.35.

By Thomal

EMBOS WON THE 200-yard medley relay with a time of 2:01 in the second place. Mark Barnett of Embos was the first to win the men's 100th of a second, Bartlett to Mark Barnett with a 23.22 to win the butterfly in 24.85 seconds. Mau backstroke was won by Jones of Embo.

**by Steve Beshlow**

Hayden Fry was.

**by Jay Come**

Here's a second chance. Join us on:

**RIVERFEST '82 IS IN THE MAKING**

If you missed our first meeting, here's a second chance. Join us on: Thursday, November 5, at 7:30 pm in the Indiana Room in the IMU.

**MEETING**

College Chapter of NAACP  
Thursday, November 5  
7 to 8 pm  
Yale Room, IMU

**SPORTS**

TV coverage expanded for Iowa cagers

*By Steve Beshlow*  

Two separate networks have been set up to cover basketball games on a statewide basis for the 1981-82 season, beginning with the November 30 game against Northern Illinois.

**KWWL-Channel 7, Waterloo**  
will put together a schedule of 10 games, starting with the November 30 game with Northern Illinois. KWWL-Channel 7, Waterloo, will continue these games contacts and the NBC network has five regional contacts to their schedule. Iowa's game at Indiana Feb. 12 will be shown on an expanded regional basis by NBC.

**WQAD-Channel 6, Moline**  
has two more games to work forward to spending quite a bit of time working on the scheduling of games in Iowa, Illinois and Michigan this week. The schedule is being worked out.

**KWWL, Channel 7 and WQAD-TV, Channels 6 and 2, Waterloo, Moline**  
will broadcast the 10 games. The stations' te lescasts will start with the Drake at Iowa game. After that, the rest of the game against Nebraska-Omaha, the 1st of the season for both teams.

The only Iowa games that won't be covered by the stations' general sales manager Todd Smith had his station had 10 games to be covered through the games against Nebraska-Omaha, the 1st of the season for both teams.

**SENIORS:**

*Have your portrait taken by SHUTTLE*  

**KWWL-Channel 7, Waterloo, WQAD-Channel 6, Moline**  
will broadcast the 10 games. The stations' general sales manager Todd Smith had his station had 10 games to be covered through the games against Nebraska-Omaha, the 1st of the season for both teams.

**RIVERSHIRT TROPHY**

A few hours of work and practice will make the meeting worth the time spent.
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